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Atmosphere
Kanifushi Maldives
A Little Slice of Paradise…Affordable & Luxurious
Famous worldwide for its pristine white sandy
beaches, exotic islands amidst mesmeric settings,
Maldives is on top of the list for many honeymoon
couples seeking that once in a lifetime Romantic
experience or even for a totally rejuvenating family
retreat, in total privacy and serenity. This of course
comes at a price and a typical five-star Maldives
holiday can take a heavy toll on your pocket,
especially when you incur unplanned additional
expenses as part of your overall holiday experience.

pure, unadulterated down-time in a sun-drenched
location really is the icing on the (wedding) cake, and
what better place to indulge in this much-needed
time, as newlyweds than in one of the Maldives’
most beautiful resorts.

The same goes with families, who are seeking that
family bonding, rejuvenation and quality family
time. Atmosphere Kanifushi Maldives resort is
ideal for such a getaway, given its safe & secure
environment, away from all the hustle & bustle of
Honeymooners can relax, unwind & bond in one the current world.
another’s company, after all the months or years
of hard work and planning, building up to this
moment. For most couples, a week or more of

Experience that

Magical Maldives beach

Atmosphere Kanifushi Maldives, just two-years
old, has become the red hot favourite destination
worldwide, for its absolutely amazing Premium
All-Inclusive offering, whereby in one single price,
you and your loved ones are able to experience
that Magical Maldives beach holiday experience,
without it impacting your pocket in any way. Truly
Hassle-free.
The incredibly exotic Atmosphere Kanifushi, sits on a
naturally stunning Tropical island with pristine white
beaches and a vast lagoon in the sparsely populated
Lhaviyani Atoll. Accessible via a beautiful 35-minute

sea-plane ride from Male International Airport, the
resort has 132 standalone Beach Villas spreading
idyllically along a mesmeric two-kilometre-long
pristine turquoise lagoon, showcasing vast living
spaces with accentuating Maldivian interiors.
Every villa comes with oversized open-air bathrooms
and private outdoor garden areas with sun-loungers,
whereby offering maximum privacy and has a direct
access to an amazing wide & long beach. As an
additional bonus, every villa – being located on the
sunset side of the island – offers a magnificent and
romantic Maldives sunset view too.

Platinum PLUS
The resort offers the discerning traveller a unique premium
all-inclusive holiday plan – Platinum PLUS. Platinum PLUS is a fine
collection of unlimited premium wines, spirits, beer & cocktail; a
combination of buffet, fine dining & theme night dining options;
together with an array of activities ranging from excursions,
sunset fishing, snorkelling & non-motorised water sports.
ALL INCLUDED in ONE price
Key to a complete & delightful five-star holiday experience is of
course the culinary delights & dining experiences. The varied
Food & Beverage experiences available at the resort, ensures that
the customer has a variety of dining choices, whereby enhancing
the entire holiday experience to a new high and making it as
seamless as possible.

Within the premium all-inclusive plan, the resort also features an
award-winning pure Vegetarian restaurant – JUST VEG offering
delectable & creatively presented world vegetarian cuisine for both
lunch and dinner, and this elevates the overall culinary experience
to a totally new level. This restaurant has Vegan & Jain options too.
The restaurant was selected amongst the “TOP 10 Restaurants in
the Maldives” by a leading UK based Luxury Tour Operator –A MUST
have dining experience.

“Some of the

largest entry-level

Beach Villas

that you can find in the Maldives”

Another important element of any
exotic Beach holiday experience is the
accommodation. Space comes at a premium
and one of the reasons why Atmosphere
Kanifushi has surged ahead from a popularity
perspective worldwide is because of its vast
living spaces. The Sunset Beach Villa is a
massive 100sqm (more than 1,000 square
feet). These are certainly some of the largest
entry-level Beach Villas that you can find in
the Maldives.
For families, the resort has the option of
two-bedroom Family Villas, with 200sqm
floor space and each bedroom including its
own open-air bathrooms with direct outdoor

access. Each of these villas face the turquoise
lagoon and the vast sandy beach. A perfect
haven for families.
For customers who would love to have their
own private pool in their respective villas,
there is certainly an option for them too. The
Sunset Pool Villas are 192sqm in size with
its very own 30sqm pool. For a honeymoon
couple seeking that exotic once-in-a-lifetime
experience, this certainly cannot get better.
Additionally, every Sunset Pool Villa comes
with butler service and additional fine
dining options, including private breakfast
experiences. Sit back and allow yourself to
be sufficiently pampered.

Daily Activities &
Unique Features
Given the expansive length of the island, the resort has
enough space to include unique features, like an ADULTS
ONLY full-sized pool for couples in addition to a 50-metrelong family pool, a large kids-club complex with numerous
daily activities and an exotic Spa operated by the popular
Spa brand – Mandara.

the island has a year-around Manta Ray point, just 20
minutes away too.

For all the wonderful reasons detailed above, within just
20 months of opening, the resort has been showered with
Awards & Accolades the world-over. AOL UK has selected
Atmosphere Kanifushi Maldives amongst the “Top Ten
For the adventurous traveller seeking outdoor activity & All-Inclusive Resorts in the World” for 2015. Atmosphere
sport, the PADI certified Dive School, based on the island Kanifushi is the only resort to be selected within this
operates fantastic water sports activities, daily snorkelling prestigious list, from the entire Asian Region.
trips (free of charge), island excursions. And to top it all,

Award Winning Luxury

contact

In addition to the above awards, Atmosphere Kanifushi was also
voted the Best Hotel – Indian Ocean Category by Travel Agents
Choice Awards in 2014 and also holds the First Place within
the Top 10 Best All-Inclusive Resorts, as awarded by Thomas
Cook Intercontinental. Tripadvisor.com also has awarded the
resort the celebrated Certificate of Excellence 2015.

To conclude, if you are seeking that complete, absolutely
rejuvenating and enchanting Maldives beach holiday
experience, it certainly cannot get better than Atmosphere
Kanifushi. Absolutely affordable YET luxurious.

+96 662 0066
sales@atmosphere-kanifushi.com
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Premium All Inclusive Resort of the Year

Atmosphere Kanifushi
A five star resort can often be laden with hidden fees: whether that is
the haute cuisine at the hotel restaurant, expensive cocktails at the bar,
or the additional charges to partake in any available tours or excursions.
With Atmosphere Kanifushi, guests can relax in the knowledge that there
are no extra costs. The Premium All-Inclusive plan – Platinum Plus allows
guests to enjoy a fun-filled hassle-free tropical beach holiday experience
with benefits ranging from sumptuous buffets and delectable international
cuisine to a selection of premium brands of spirits, a great collection of
wines from world-over, an unlimited variety of exotic cocktails, together
with an array of activities, excursions and adventure.
Atmosphere Kanifushi offers a dreamscape consisting of 132 fabulous
villas and suites, with Sunset Beach Villas, Sunset Pool Villas, Sunset
Family Villas and Sunset Junior Suites. The Akiri Spa boasts six double
treatment rooms that nestle the guests in a relaxed, calm atmosphere.
Ayurvedic therapies are available, as well as a sauna, steam room, Jacuzzi
and hair and beauty salon. A kids club can entertain the little ones whilst
the parents play tennis, scuba dive, sail, or explore the surrounding islands
and sand bars.
The Atmosphere Kanifushi gives guests several options to try
out different dining styles. The Spice serves international cuisine from
all over the world in buffet style. The Liquid serves colourful cocktails
and cold beers by the pool and on warm, breezy evenings, guests can
also enjoy themed disco nights; The Veg serves fresh vegetarian dishes
in a Mediterranean style. For a unique and fun dining experience, The
Teppanyaki Grill seats guests around the chef, who puts on a culinary show,
creating exciting dishes as guests look on in a thrilling display. This resort
is perfect for families, who are seeking that relaxed bonding, rejuvenation
and quality family time. Atmosphere Kanifushi is ideal for such a getaway,
given its safe & secure environment, away from all the hustle & bustle of
the current world.
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